Item Description

Ruth Sherry: Index Cards (Frank O'Connor Bibliography)

IE BL/AR/RS

1. [c1980s-2000s]

Information on the cards are organised by type of work e.g. short story or book reviews, or by format in which published e.g. television or radio. Information is entered onto index cards following the general format of: title of O'Connor work; found in which publication(s), volume/number, year; and Sherry’s notes at that stage of her research. If it is on television or radio it is noted what programme/channel, the year and if also broadcast in another country. Sherry used both sides of the index card depending on the amount of information gathered.

The descriptions are arranged by category headings (typed in italics), followed by any comments by the listing archivist, and the sub-number of cards per category. Please quote the full reference code and sub-numbers of the cards you are interested in viewing e.g. BL/AR/RS/1(9)–(27); BL/AR/RS/1(174)-(178); etc. If you wish to see all the index cards there is no need to quote the individual sub-numbering.

Box 1: The first 7 index cards in this box are not categorised
BL/AR/RS/1 (1) – (7)
Not Yet Seen
BL/AR/RS/1(8)

A BL/AR/RS/1(9) – (27)
B BL/AR/RS/1(28) – (45)
C BL/AR/RS/1(46) – (73)
D BL/AR/RS/1(74) – (105)
E BL/AR/RS/1(106) – (110)
F BL/AR/RS/1(111) – (144)
G BL/AR/RS/1(145) – (168)
H BL/AR/RS/1(169) – (173)
I BL/AR/RS/1(174) – (178)

Stories: using alphabetical dividing tabs, with “L” placed between “I” and “J”, and “X” does not exist

L BL/AR/RS/1(179) – (194)
J BL/AR/RS/1(195) – (203)
K BL/AR/RS/1(204) – (226)
M BL/AR/RS/1(227) – (294)
N BL/AR/RS/1(295) – (303)
O BL/AR/RS/1(304) – (319)
PQ BL/AR/RS/1(320) – (344)
R BL/AR/RS/1(345) – (357)
S BL/AR/RS/1(358) – (414)
T BL/AR/RS/1(415) – (432)
U BL/AR/RS/1(433) – (441)
V BL/AR/RS/1(442) – (447)
W BL/AR/RS/1(448) – (461)

Poems (original) BL/AR/RS/1(462) – (511)
Poems (translations) BL/AR/RS/1(512) – (697)
Articles BL/AR/RS/1(698) – (747)
Blank tab

The Bell

Book Reviews

Books

Contributions to Books

Problems under investigation

Dates of Publ USA

Irish Statesman

Translations into other [Xs]

Interviews

Secondary Ancillary

Misc. used cards: no content

Stories L-R: no content

Stories Uncollected: no content

Stories S-Z: no content

Faulty References: no content

Stories A-K: no content

Articles – General: no content

Box 2: the first 24 index cards do not have an obvious dividing tab but relate to interviews, reviews and one card has RS Publications written on it

BL/AR/RS/1(1242) - (1265)

Nuns

BL/AR/RS/1(1266) - (1289)

Queries

BL/AR/RS/1(1290) - (1291)

Recordings Stage [???] Films

BL/AR/RS/1(1292) - (1327)

Broadcasts – own – N. America

BL/AR/RS/1(1328) - (1341)

Broadcasts N America Readings by Others, [???]

BL/AR/RS/1(1342) - (1352)

Other foreign broadcasts

BL/AR/RS/1(1353) - (1377)

BBC Stories

BL/AR/RS/1(1378) - (1423)

BBC TV

BL/AR/RS/1(1424) - (1435)

BBC (radio) 2ry

BL/AR/RS/1(1436) - (1444)

RTÉ 2ry [&] ancillary

BL/AR/RS/1(1445) - (1452)

IT

BL/AR/RS/1(1453) - (1454)

RTÉ – [???] & readings not w.FOC

BL/AR/RS/1(1455) - (1505)

BBC – R not stories

BL/AR/RS/1(1506) - (1629)

Tab with title cut off but there is a card after it titled RTÉ Readings (not [???]) entered on story cards up to ca.1966

BL/AR/RS/1(1630) - (1726)

8 blank divider tabs

BL/AR/RS/1(1727) - (1734)

Translations into other XS

BL/AR/RS/1(1735) - (1792)

Secondary

BL/AR/RS/1(1793) - (1959)

Letters SOF

BL/AR/RS/1(1960) - (2260)

Letters Anne Crowley

BL/AR/RS/1(2261) - (2262)

Low Priority

BL/AR/RS/1(2263) - (2304)

Faulty References

BL/AR/RS/1(2305) - (2322)

Ancillary 2ry

BL/AR/RS/1(2323) - (2327)

[Working Cases]

BL/AR/RS/1(2328) - (2332)

Please note the following index cards most likely relate to Sherry’s role as Professor of English, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU).
Feminist Lit. Crit. & Theory  BL/AR/RS/1(2333) - (2345)
Feminist Lit. History  BL/AR/RS/1(2346) - (2351)
Brontës  BL/AR/RS/1(2352) - (2361)
Gaskell  BL/AR/RS/1(2362) - (2367)
G. Eliot  BL/AR/RS/1(2368) - (2375)
Somerville & Ross  BL/AR/RS/1(2376) - (2383)
Wharton  BL/AR/RS/1(2384) - (2393)
Woolf  BL/AR/RS/1(2394) - (2412)
Antonia White  BL/AR/RS/1(2413) - (2414)
Doris Lessing  BL/AR/RS/1(2415) - (2420)
Sylvia Plath  BL/AR/RS/1(2421) - (2432)
Drabble  BL/AR/RS/1(2433) - (2434)
Diaries etc.  BL/AR/RS/1(2435) - (2438)
Women’s History  BL/AR/RS/1(2439) - (2450)